Parkinson's disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disease leading to the impairment 24 of execution of movement. PD pathogenesis has been largely investigated, but either restricted 25 in bulk level or at certain cell types, which failed to capture cellular heterogeneity and intrinsic 26 interplays among distinct cell types. To overcome this, we applied single-nucleus RNA-seq 27 and single cell ATAC-seq on cerebellum, midbrain and striatum of PD mouse and matched 28 control. With 74,493 cells in total, we comprehensively depicted the dysfunctions under PD 29 pathology covering proteostasis, neuroinflammation, calcium homeostasis and extracellular 30 neurotransmitter homeostasis. Besides, by multi-omics approach, we identified putative 31 biomarkers for early stage of PD, based on the relationships between transcriptomic and 32 epigenetic profiles. We located certain cell types that primarily contribute to PD early 33 pathology, narrowing the gap between genotypes and phenotypes. Taken together, our study 34 provides a valuable resource to dissect the molecular mechanism of PD pathogenesis at single 35 cell level, which could facilitate the development of novel methods regarding diagnosis, 36 monitoring and practical therapies against PD at early stage. 37 38 39 Plenty of studies have made great progress in disentangling the link between -syn 52 oligomerization and neuron death, revealing pathways including proteostasis, mitochondrial 53 dysfunction, neuroinflammation and so on 4 . Nevertheless, the majority of previously studies 54 were conducted at tissue level. Wassouf's team performed RNA-seq on 6-month-old mice 55 overexpressing SNCA ( -syn encoding gene) and found that striatal gene expression profiles 56 3 were greatly disrupted, whose functions were primarily related to neuroinflammation and 57 synaptic plasticity 5 . Richard et. al. combined bulk and single-cell RNA-seq for iPSC-derived 58 dopamine neurons with a GBA mutation and identified HDAC4 as a potential therapeutic PD 59 target 6 . Given the fact that intricate interplay across and within cell types jointly contributes to 60 PD pathogenesis 7 , it is essential to interrogate cell-resolution information in order to unveil the 61 possible PD-related and PD-causing molecular circuits. Single cell sequencing technologies 62 have facilitated the researches in various fields, providing us an opportunity to capture subtler 63 changes that may be masked by bulk sequencing. 64
Introduction 40
Parkinson's disease (PD), known as the second-most prevalent neurodegenerative disease in 41 the world, is predominantly characterized by motor disorders. Patients with PD also show non-42 motor symptoms including cognition impairments, autonomic dysfunction, hyposmia and so 43 on 1 . PD is presently incurable and as PD gradually progress, the symptoms will eventually 44 deteriorate into severe disabilities. The genetic mechanisms behind have been widely and 45 profoundly studied in the last two hundred years. Accumulating evidences attribute PD 46 pathologies to the malfunction of nigrostriatal dopamine pathway 2 where dopaminergic neuron 47 in substantia nigra (SN) release dopamine from axon terminals that synapse onto the medium 48 spiny neurons in dorsal striatum. In PD, accumulation of aggregated -synuclein ( -syn) leads 49 to progressive degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in nigrostriatal dopamine pathway 3 , 50 resulting in the remarkable reduction of dopamine level and symptomatic motor deficits in PD. 51 6 Adcy5. Functional enrichment analysis of genes differentially expressed by each cell type 158 provided further evidences for cell type assignment (Figure 1d ). For example, MB_GABA, 159 MB_GLU, MB_DA and MB_SER-specific genes were enriched in "synaptic vesicle transport", 160 "establishment of synaptic vesicle localization" and "calcium ion regulated exocytosis", all of 161 which indicated mature neuron functions. Specifically, MB_DA and MB_SER had GO terms 162 "dopamine uptake" and "serotonin secretion" respectively, matching the pre-defined cell 163 identities. MB_OLG-specific genes have "myelin assembly" and "myelin maintenance" 164 related processes, whereas MB_OPC-specific genes were distinctly enriched for terms like 165 "extracellular matrix organization". MB_AST-specific genes were closely associated with 166 "astrocyte development" and neuroinflammatory pathways, which were consistent with AST 167 functionalities. MB_MG governs the environmental homeostasis in brain, with DEGs enriched 168 with GO terms "microglial cell activation" and "neuroinflammatory response". Apoptosis 169 showed significant enrichment of ATP metabolic processes. Additionally, MB_PEC and 170 vascular cells were associated with the "establishment of blood-brain barrier" and 171 "mesenchymal to epithelial transition". In cerebellum, we noticed "cerebellar granular layer 172 development" were associated with CB_GC and CB_AST, indicating granular layer 173 development not only account for CB_GC, but also CB_AST. 174 175 176
Alterations of gene expression in Parkinson's disease mouse brain 177
We next interrogated the molecular changes in different brain regions at transcriptome level by 178 pair-wise comparison of PDm and WTm within same cell type. A large scale of transcriptional 179 alterations was quantified between PDm and WTm, indicating the occurrence of PD 180 dysregulation. In total, 2,116 up-regulated and 469 down-regulated DEGs were identified in 181 midbrain ( Figure 2b ). We inferred from the number of DEGs that all major cell types were 182 affected by PD pathology. Among those down-regulated DEGs, we found Pbx1, Mdm4 and 183
Clk1 that have been reported to associate with dopamine neurons dysregulation in PD. Pbx1 184 plays a vital part in midbrain dopaminergic neuron development which has been reported to be 185 impaired in PD 12 . Mdm4 has the capability to restrict the transcriptional activity of tumor 186 suppressor p53 13 and p53 inhibitors are highly effective in protecting midbrain dopamine 187 neurons and preserving motor function in PD mouse model 14 ST_MSNs in PD condition may be under a relatively inactive state, as reflected by possible 293 obstacles in the formation of action potential and dysfunctional Ca + signal. Specifically, we 294 noticed that Kcnc3 and Itpr1 were both down-regulated in CB_PC in PDm ( Figure S4h ). Kcnc3 295 encodes a fast-activating/deactivating potassium voltage-gated channel Kv3.3, which drive the 296 rapid repolarization phase of action potentials while Itpr1 encodes an intracellular IP3-gated-297 calcium-release channel and mediates calcium release from the endoplasmic reticulum. The 298 decreased expression of Kcnc3 would prolong the duration of action potential spikes that might 299 increase cellular calcium influx 30 . Besides, reduced expression of Itpr1 has been demonstrated 300 to cause aberrant intracellular calcium signaling in Purkinje cells. Collectively, we suspected 301 that cellular calcium level and Ca + dependent signaling may play a crucial role in the 302 development of PD symptoms. In line with our results, Mice lacking Kcnc3 showed moto 303 disorders such as motor incoordination, muscle twitches and constitutive hyperactivity 31 and 304
Kcnc3-null cerebellar Purkinje cells were recorded perturbed complex spikes 32 . Decreased 305 expression of Itpr1 has been demonstrated to cause aberrant intracellular calcium signaling in 306
Purkinje cells and mutation in Itpr1 is associated with pathogenesis of spinocerebellar ataxia 307 33 . 308 309
Dysregulation of glutamatergic receptors and transporters in PDm brain 310
Astrocytes performs diverse functions in central nerve system, such as synchronizing axon 311 activity, maintaining energy metabolism and homeostasis, regulating the extra-neuronal 312 environment etc 34 . AST serves as neuroprotector and neurodegenerator dependent on the 313 molecules it release into and take up from extracellular space 35 . Recent insights proposed that 314 astrocytes appear to initiate and/or drive the progress of PD. Observational and experimental 315 studies have indicated that -syn can be taken up by AST and spread to neurons in a non-cell-316 autonomous manner 7 . According to our dataset, 346 genes were upregulated in PD MB_AST, 317 among which we observed glutamatergic transporters and receptors (Gnao1, Gria1, Gria2, 318 Plcb1, Slc1a2, Slc38a2, Dlgap1) (Table S2 ). Glutamatergic transporters serve to keep low 319 glutamate level in ambient extracellular environment while upregulation of astrocytic 320 glutamatergic receptors have been reported to be capable of causing calcium-dependent release 321 of gliotransmitters 36 . In line with this, we also found a regulator of cytosolic calcium 322 concertation, Saraf, being upregulated in PDm. Likewise in striatum, we observed two major 323 glutamate transporters, GLAST and GLT-1, encoding by Slc1a3 and Slc1a2 respectively, 324 displayed diminished expression in ST_AST_1 from PDm ( Figure S3f ), implying an 325 impediment of glutamate uptake by PD ST_AST_1 which may lead to increased extracellular 326 glutamate concentration and overexcitation of surrounding neurons. In addition, we observed 327 augmented expression of App and Apoe in ST_AST_1 (Table S2) , which may result in Aβ 328 formation and deposition that known to affect the activity of GLAST and GLT-1 and 329 downregulates glutamate uptake capacity of astrocytes 37 . Thus, we speculated that the ability 330 to reuptake extracellular glutamine of AST were impaired in early PD striatum, possibly by 331 misfolded protein deposition. 332 333
Increased activity of NFκB signaling pathway in PDm brain 334
Neuroinflammation is a salient signature of PD neuropathology. Evidences from previous 335 observations indicate α-syn aggregation induces immune responses in PD patients 38, 39 and 336 neuroinflammatory activities can facilitate α-syn misfolding 40 , forming a self-aggravating loop. 337
The deposition of -syn causes AST to produce pro-inflammatory cytokines and activate MG, 338
suggesting a plausible role of AST in the initiation of PD 23,24 . Given that AST and MG are two 339 primary cell types that closely involved in neuroinflammation 43 , we next focused on AST and 340 MG to explore the neuroinflammatory reactions at early stage of PD. Transcriptomic changes 341 of MB_MG under pathological state were not compelling, with only 87 down-regulated genes 342 and none up-regulated genes ( Figure 2b ). We also noticed that activated MG markers Aif1 and 343
Slc2a5 showed overt enriched expression in MB_MG from PDm, based on which we inferred 344 that MB_MG was activated and under the state of proliferation. On the other hand in MB_AST, 345
we noticed increased activities in NFκB signaling pathway due to the upregulation of Bcl2, 346
Csnk2a1 and Chuk in PDm ( Figure 2d ). Chuk encodes IKKα whose activation is essential for 347 the activation of NFκB canonical pathway by phosphorylating the IκBα protein 44 . Bcl2 and 348
Csnk2a1 has been reported to activate NFκB pathway 45, 46 . Taken together, these results 349 suggested an activation in NFκB signaling pathway, indicating a pro-inflammatory state of 350 AST in the early stage of PDm. Besides, previous observation showed increased NFκB level 351 in dopaminergic neurons in post-mortem brains of PD patients and in PD animal models 47, 48 . 352
We suspected that inflammation first emerge in MB_AST and subsequently spread into other 353 cell types, including dopaminergic neurons. 354
355
Greatest dysfunctions were observed in MB_OLG (638 DEGs) ( Figure 2b ). However, the link 356 between OLG and PD is less investigated and remains largely unexplored, which we attributed 357 to the majority of researches were based on post-mortem tissues while lack of attention in PD 12 initiation. Here we were able to depict the transcriptomic changes in MB_OLG early in PD 359 progression. We noticed Adipor2, receptor for adiponectin, was upregulated in OLG from PDm 360 ( Figure 2d ). Deficiency in AdipoR2 can result in inflammation on MG, but in an indirect way 49 . 361
Hence, we assumed that MB_OLG may be the underlying bridge through which Adipor2 362 engages in microglial sensitivity in vivo toward neuroinflammatory induction. In addition, we 363 observed a large number of NADH dehydrogenase complex assembly related genes were up-364 regulated in MB_OLG (Table S2 ). NADH dehydrogenase is a part of the mitochondrial 365 respiratory chain and the main source of intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) 50 , whose 366 imbalance causes cell damage via induction of oxidative stress and inflammation. 367 368
Heterogeneity of chromatin accessibility in PDm and WTm brain 369
To integrate epigenomic data with transcriptomic data, we projected major cell types from 370 snRNA-seq datasets onto sci-ATAC-seq datasets (Methods). Consequently, we successfully 371 projected major cell types onto sci-ATAC-seq datasets. In cerebellum, we identified CB_GC, 372 CB_PC, CB_AST and CB_OLG. In midbrain, we identified MB_DA, MB_GABA, MB_GLU, 373
MB_AST, MB_OLG and MB_MG. In striatum, we identified ST_MSN, ST_GABA, ST_IMN, 374 ST_AST, ST_OLG and ST_MG. In accordant with snRNA-seq guided annotation, we 375 confirmed that promoter and gene body regions of cell type markers were selectively accessible 376 across cell types. ASTs in three brain regions were specifically accessible at Aqp4 and Gfap 377 ( Figure 3d , e, f, l, m, n). CB_GCs were accessible at Ppp2r2c, with a small subset being 378 specifically accessible at Pax6 (Figure 2d ), indicating an epigenetically distinct subpopulation. 379
CB_PCs shown specific chromatin accessibility in Car8, a canonical marker for Purkinje cells 380 ( Figure 3l ). In midbrain, MB_DAs were accessible in Th (Figure 3m ). MB_MGs showed 381 distinctly accessibility in Aif1 and Serpinf1 while MB_OLGs in Opalin and Mag (Figure 3m ). 382
In striatum, GABAergic neuron markers Vip and Npy were accessible in ST_GABA and at 383 relatively lower level in ST_MSNs (Figure 3l ). Besides, ST_MSNs were also accessible at 384 classic MSN markers: Tac1 and Drd2 (Figure 3f ). In particular, we observed the accessibility 385 of Pdgfra in ST_OPC. To summarize, we provided a valid chromatin accessibility profiles of 386 major cell types in cerebellum, midbrain and striatum at single-cell level. 387
388
We next calculated differentially accessible regions (DARs) for each cell type to further 389 explore their biological functions. We first performed motif enrichment using cell type specific 390 DARs using HOMER 51 . In midbrain, MB_DA-specific DARs showed highly specific 391 enrichment with motifs for CRE, NRF1, RORa, RORg and TGA2, among which Nrf1 has been 392 13 confirmed in midbrain dopaminergic neurons to play a neuroprotective role against excessive 393 reactive oxygen species 52 . We noticed GATA3 footprint enrichment (Figure 3i , denoted as 394 GATA(Zf),IR4) in MB_AST DARs, suggesting certain regulations of Gata3 in MB_AST. In 395 line with our result, a previous study found that GATA3 was able to promote the neurogenic 396 potential in astrocyte 53 . In striatum, DARs of neuronal populations (ST_MSN, ST_GABA and 397 ST_GLU) specifically enriched in motifs for bZIP TF family members: Fosl2, Fra1 and Fra2. 398
Particularly, we noticed that motif of AP-1 were distinctly enriched in ST_MSN DARs ( Figure  399 3k). AP-1 protein complex governs a wide range of cellular processes spanning proliferation, 400 development and apoptosis 54 . AP-1 consists of Fos and Jun, along with activating transcription 401 factor (ATF) 55 . We found that motifs of Fos, Jun and Atf (Fosl2, Fra1, Fra2, JunB BATF and 402 Atf3) were also enriched in ST_MSN (Figure 3k ), further indicating a strong activity of AP-1 403 in ST_MSN. Striatal glial cells showed relatively stronger enrichment than neurons in Kruppel-404 like factors family (belongs to Zf family) such as Klf14, Klf3 and Klf5. ETS family members 405 (Elk4, ETS1, ETV4 etc.) were seemingly involved in the normal function of ST_MG. Among 406 them, ETS1 has been reported to be localized with reactive microglia and was ubiquitously 407 expressed in AD brains 56 . In cerebellum, CB_ASTs were likely to be regulated by Klf4 due to 408 the prominent enrichment of corresponding molecular footprint ( Figure 3j ). Klf4 has been 409 reported to regulate astroglial and microglial activation 57-59 , further validating our cell type 410 identification. 411
412

Identification of PD biomarkers leveraging multi-omics approach 413
Genomewide association studies have identified a long list of PD-relevant genomic regions, 414 yet the development of practical treatments for PD remains challenging. Biomarkers with good 415 sensitivity and specificity can aid the diagnosis, progression monitoring and therapies 416 development of PD. Herein we, with both transcriptomic and epigenomic landscape of the 417 pathological brain, sought to identify putative biomarkers at early stage of PD, allowing novel 418 disease interventions to start earlier. Concretely, we aimed to identify changes in both gene 419 expression level and chromatin accessibility level between PDm and WTm brain. In total, we 420 identified three classes of biomarkers for PD (Table S5 ): bmET (biomarkers that significantly 421 changed at both epigenetic and transcriptomic level), bmE (biomarkers that significantly 422 changed solely at epigenetic level) and bmT (biomarkers that significantly changed solely at 423 transcriptional level), which could be subdivided into two categories each, depending on if that 424 gene was up-or down-regulated at transcriptomic and epigenetic level. We assumed that bmET, 425 bmE and bmT correspond to high-fidelity PD biomarkers, early stage PD biomarkers and 426 candidate PD biomarkers respectively. Of note, we mainly focused on midbrain because PD 427 pathogenesis first occurs in midbrain among three brain regions we investigated. 428
429
We first inspected high-fidelity biomarkers (bmET). In MB_DA, Cox5a, Rcan2, Glul, Atp1b1, 430
Calm1 and Ctsl were identified as bmET_up (Figure 4a, b) . Cox5a, encoding a subunit of 431 terminal enzyme of the mitochondrial respiratory chain, whose up-regulation represents an 432 increased cellular respiration rate and overactivity in electron transport chain 60 , which might 433 be related to ROS production and oxidative stress in PD MB_DA. From an another perspective, 434
we may also be able to interrogate the proteostasis by Ctsl, whose product is a lysosomal 435 protease that can degrade α-syn amyloid fibrils 61 . Besides, another bmET Calm1 encodes a 436 calcium binding protein that regulates a large number of cellular activities. Adding to our 437 speculation, CALM1 has been reported to interact with α-syn and affected its aggregation, 438 suggesting its potent role in PD pathologies 62 . Hence, we proposed that the transcriptomic and 439 epigenetic changes in Calm1 can be applied for the tracking of deterioration level in PD patients. 440
Specifically, we identified Scg2 and Atp1b1 as bmETs in all neuronal cell types in midbrain 441 (MB_GLU, MB_GABA and MB_DA). Scg2 is engaged in the sorting and docking of 442 neuropeptides into secretory vesicles 63 and Atp1b1 encodes a catalytic subunit of Na + /K + -443
ATPase that is responsible for the establishment and maintenance of the membrane potential 444 by regulating Na + and K + flows 64 . In AST, bmET_up (up-regulated bmET) includes Bcl2, 445
Shisa4, Dnm3 and Prex2 (Figure 4a , b; Table S5 ), among which Bcl2 and Shisa4 are involved 446 in NFKB signaling pathway 65 , suggesting their potential to be biomarker for 447 neuroinflammation in PD; Additionally, Dnm3 plays a part in vesicular transportation, in 448 particular endocytosis 66 , pointing to its association with the ability of AST to maintain 449 extracellular homeostasis. Though no direct association is identified between Prex2 and PD, 450
Prex2 has been linked to motor coordination in cerebellum 62 . However, bmET_down (down-451 regulated bmET) were only identified in MB_GLU (Dst, Gls, Vegfa, Nav1 etc.) and 452 MB_GABA (Unc80, Hnrnpu). In MB_GLU, Gls fundamentally regulates glutamate synthesis 453 and its down-regulation, as indicated both transcriptionally and epigenetically, pointed to a 454 possibly defective glutamine level. In MB_GABA (Figure 4c, d ), Unc80 encodes a subunit of 455 a voltage-independent "leak" ion-channel complex, forming and sustaining the resting 456 potential 67 . The down-regulated of Unc80 in MB_GABA suggests a damaged competence to 457 maintain resting membrane potential. 458
459
We next identified several bmE_up which are closely associated with nervous system 460 development, including 23 transcription factor encoding genes (Table S5 ). It is worth noting 461 that Lrrk2, a profoundly investigated genes where multiple mutations have been associated 462 with PD, was also identified as bmE_up in MB_DA (Figure 4c changes may be an unexplored contributor to α-syn pathologies. We also proposed a list of 469 bmE_down which are closely associated with nervous system development, including six 470 transcription factor encoding genes: Hes6, Dbx1, Nr2c2, Etv4, Hes1 and Nfia (Figure 4c , d, 471 Table S5 ). 472
473
Beside, we also detected a significant proportion of bmT, composing of both bmT_up and 474 bmT_down. In MB_GLU, we identified Mef2c to be bmT_up (Figure 4c accessibility of bmT_up like Mef2c and Hspa8 suggested that they may be regulated by trans-480 acting factors, for example, remote enhancers. Among bmT_down, we found genes that closely 481 associated with nervous system dysfunctions (Camk2d, Il1rapl1, Kcnq2, Nrxn3, Shank1 etc.). 482
Camk2d was a specific bmT_down in MB_DA (Figure 4c, d ). Camk2d encodes a subunit of 483 calmodulin-dependent protein kinase but has not been linked with PD pathophysiology. Kcnq2, 484 encoding a subunit of potassium ion channel whose defect , is a specific bmT_down in 485
MB_GLU. 486 487
To summarize, we identified three categories of biomarkers for PD: high-fidelity biomarkers 488 (bmET), early stage biomarkers (bmE) and candidate biomarkers (bmT). High-fidelity 489 biomarkers were supported by both transcriptomic and epigenetic profiles. Early stage 490 biomarkers were exclusively observed at epigenome level. Based on the postulation that 491 chromatin becomes accessible prior to transcription initiation, we proposed the chromatin 492 accessibility of the promoter and gene body regions of these genes can also be indicative of 493 PD. As for candidate markers that solely were supported transcriptionally, we suspected the 494 involvement of trans-regulatory factors. 495 496 497
Identification of cell types closely associated with PD 498
We next sought to locate certain cell type that significantly contribute to early PD progression. 499
To achieve this, we performed overrepresentation analysis using PD-risk genes retrieved from 500
DisGeNET 72 . Most of collected PD-risk genes were identified based on GWAS conducted on 501 PD patients at late stage, thus allowing us to explore the early malfunctions of these genes. 502
Globally, DEGs between PDm and WTm showed significant enrichment scores in the majority 503 of inspected cell types. In midbrain, PDm up-regulated genes in MB_DA showed no 504 enrichment for PD-risk genes, indicating that at early stage of PD, transcriptional dysfunctions 505 in MB_DA showed little consistence with that at late stage. (Figure 5a ). 506
507
Because AST has been profoundly reported to contribute to PD progression by transferring -508 syn to dopaminergic neurons, we next inspected the enrichment level of AST and found that 509 PD-risk genes were enriched in midbrain and striatal AST populations (including MB_AST, 510 ST_AST_1, ST_AST_2), but not in cerebellum ( Figure 5a ). We also noticed that 511 oligodendrocyte lineage (MB_OLG, MB_OPC, ST_OLG_1, ST_OLG_2, ST_OPC and 512 CB_OLG) in midbrain and striatum, holding a previously obscure role in PD pathology, 513 displayed strong enrichments of PD-risk genes to varying extents, indicating putative 514 unexplored clues that lead to early PD initiation and development. Concretely, ST_OLG_1 had 515 a enrichment score of 5.23, followed by 4.29 for ST_OPC, 4.01 for ST_OLG_2, 3.73 for 516 MB_OLG, 1.85 for MB_OPC and 1.34 for CB_OLG ( Figure 5a ). In conclusion, we observed 517 that most midbrain and striatal cell types were widely perturbed at transcriptomic level. 518 Nonetheless, only 2 cerebellar cell type (CB_GABA, CB_OLG) was enriched for PD-risk 519 genes, which conformed to prior knowledge because cerebellum was not severely affected until 520
Braak stage V 73 . 521
Next, to evaluate the overlapping between PD-risk genes and DEGs up-regulated in PDm in 522 midbrain and striatum (MB_DEG and ST_DEG), we performed intersection analysis ( Figure  523 5c), resulting in 17 genes (Snca, Park7, Uchl1, Chchd2, Synj1, Atp6ap2, Rpl23a et al.) shared 524 by all three datasets (hereafter termed as shared genes), five genes (Lrrk2, Sod1, Sod2, Mag 525
and Tubb4a) specifically shared by PD-risk genes and MB_DEG (hereafter termed as PD-MBs) 526 while 10 genes (Drd2, Vps35, Gsk3b, Taldo1 et al.) specifically shared by PD-risk genes and 527 ST_DEG (hereafter termed as PD-STs). Shared genes were mainly involved in peptide 528 metabolic process. In PD-MBs, we noticed Sod1 and Sod2 were up-regulated in MB_OLG 529 (Table S2 ). Sod1 and Sod2 are responsible for the elimination of radicals 74 thus indicating the 530 -syn aggregation may lead to the overproduction of radicals in OLG. Lrrk2, whose mutations 531 can disrupt the normal expression of pro-and anti-inflammatory cytokines 75 , was found to be 532 down-regulated in MB_MG (Figure 5d ), indicating a dysfunction of the regulation of 533 neuroinflammatory responses in MG. Tubb4a was up-regulated in MB_AST ( Figure 5d ). In 534 PD-STs, we noticed Vps35 were specifically enriched in ST_AST_1 of PDm (Table S2) . 535 VPS35 is a major component of retromer that regulates retrograde transport of proteins from 536 endosomes to the trans-Golgi network. Besides, VPS35 protected mice from 537 neurodegeneration by suppressing -syn expression 76,77 . In particular, we found that Drd2, 538 encoding a dopamine receptor, showed lower expression in ST_MSN_D2 ( Figure 5e ), 539
suggesting the impaired capability of ST_MSN_D2 of dopamine intake. 540 541 542
Discussion 543
We reported 46,146 single-cell transcriptomic and 28,347 epigenetic profiles on human -syn 544 knock-in PD model mouse and matched control. Previous studies mainly focused on specific 545 cell types (dopaminergic neuron, astrocyte or microglia), limiting the investigations on the 546 contributions of intercellular interplays to PD pathogenesis. Here we provided a full picture of 547 both transcriptome and epigenome dysfunctions at early stage of Parkinsonism. In total, we 548 identified major cell types across three brain regions we investigated: GABAergic neurons, 549 glutamatergic neurons, dopaminergic neurons, serotonergic neurons, AST, OLG, OPC, MG, 550
where transcriptionally distinct subpopulations of certain cell types were further identified . 551
For instance, cerebellar Purkinje cells were a subtype of GABAergic neurons. Most of the 552 transcriptomic cell types were epigenetically distinct, suggesting the consistency of our 553 snRNA-seq datasets and sci-ATAC-seq datasets. 554
555
In midbrain and striatum, we noticed that DEGs were mainly expressed in neuron axon 556 terminals where the -syn locates and aggregates. Hence, together with the above results, we 557 speculated that at early stage of PD, the translation activity was globally promoted and the 558 splicing events were altered in neurons, jointly triggered enhanced protein degradation 559 pathways. However, a preceding study, by the assessment of post-mortem brain tissue from 70 560 to 80 years old patients and middle-aged controls using q-PCR, found that RPL and RPS genes 561
were not detected as significantly changed in SN at Braak stages 1-2 and down-regulated at 562 subsequent stages, which indicated a decline in translational activities 78 . Contradicting to our 563 results, we reasoned that 6-month-old PDm is in an earlier period (before Braak stage 1) of 564
Parkinsonism. The amount of -syn oligomerization may not be sufficient to cause severe 565 deregulation of proteostasis network early in pathological progression of PD and cells are 566 trying to neutralize the disturbing influences of aggregation. Also, bulk measurement in 567 previous study may mask the heterogenous changes within tissue, as a result of which, our 568 results may provide a delineation of the molecular changes in PDm in a finer level. 569
570
Membrane trafficking was also affected by oligomerized -syn. Under normal circumstances, 571 peptides for secretory protein will be translated and folded in ER and later enter Golgi apparatus 572 for further modification, followed by secretion in the form of vesicles. The misfolded 573 polypeptides, in our case, misfolded -syn, will be withdrawn from Golgi to ER and undergo 574 subsequent ER-associated degradation (ERAD) or autophagy 79 . In PDm we noticed an 575 intensified retrograde trafficking from Golgi to ER in response to anomalous forms of -syn. 576
Mutant -syn is less susceptible to protein degradation pathway and capable of impairing 577 exocytosis through binding to Rab3a, otherwise hindering the release of neurotransmitters. We 578 also raised a plausible conjecture that the potential Rab26-Rab26os regulatory network and its 579 role in autophagosome genesis. 580 581 By interrogating the dysfunctions of channelosome, we noticed impaired calcium homeostasis 582 in ST_MSN and CB_PC. Furthermore, ST_MSN under pathologic condition may has 583 difficulties in the formation of action potential due to descendent Na + influx and anomalous 584 intracellular Ca + signals, suggesting changes in downstream direct and indirect pathway in 585 motor circuits. Importantly, MB_DA showed defective competence of releasing 586 neurotransmitters, which may be another contributing factor of reduced striatal dopamine level. 587
588
The initial role of glial cells in PD has long been promoted 69 . Here we observed the 589 transcriptional up-regulation of glutamatergic receptors and transporters in midbrain and/or 590 striatal ASTs, which indicates an excessive accumulation of glutamine in extracellular space 591 or elevated post-synaptic uptake by neurons, potentially leading to hyperactivate phenotypes 592 that demonstrated in early-stage PD 80 . We also noticed the elevated transcriptional expression 593 of NFκB pathway activators (Bcl2, Csnk2a1 and Chuk) in PDm MB_AST and MB_MG, based 594 on which we raise the possibility that NFκB signaling pathway was activated even at early 595 stage of PD and this may be the underlying mechanisms regarding neuroinflammatory 596 responses. 597
598
Due to the challenge to identify early stage markers for PD to help diagnosis and novel 599 treatments, we identified putative biomarkers, which we divided into three classes: high-600
fidelity biomarkers, early-stage biomarkers and candidate biomarkers. high-fidelity biomarkers 601 displayed positively-related transcriptional and epigenetic profiles that reciprocally validating 602 each other. Early-stage biomarkers showed the ability to capture PD signals where 603 transcriptomic profiles fail, whereas candidate biomarkers suggested the engagement of trans-604 regulatory factors that need to be further validated. We also attempted to bridge the gap 605 between genotype and phenotype through overrepresentation analysis of PD-risk genes. 606
Importantly, We noticed that at early stage of PD, the alterations of MB_DA showed little 607 accordance with that found in brain tissue from post-mortem subjects, highlighting the 608 necessity of researches into early stage of PD. were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory. After the animals were sacrificed, brain tissues 616 (including striatum, midbrain and cerebellum) were isolated, quickly froze in liquid nitrogen 617 and stored in liquid nitrogen until library construction. The tissue was taken out from liquid 618 nitrogen and thawed, cut into small piece and transferred into 2ml Dounce Tissue Grinder with 619 1.5ml 1× tissue homogenization that was comprised of 30mM Cacl2, 18mM Mg(Ac)2, 60mM 620
Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 320mM sucrose ,0.1%NP-40 and 0.1mM EDTA. Tissue was stroked with 621 the loose pestle 15 times and filtered with the 70um cell strainer to remove the cell debris and 622 large clumps, after which tissue homogenate was transferred into the cleaned 2ml Dounce 623
Tissue Grinder again, stroked 15 times with the tight pestle, and then filtered with a 40um cell 624 strainer. The nuclear extraction was spun down in 500g, 4℃ for 10min. The supernatant was 625 carefully discarded and the nuclear precipitation was resuspended with PBS containing 0.1% 626 BSA and 20U/ul RNase Inhibitor. Cell count was then performed to calculate the concentration 627 of nuclear suspension. 628 629
Single-nucleus RNA library construction and sequencing 630
After nucleus extraction, we stained the nucleus with DAPI and counted using microscope to 631 ensure the integration and individuality of the extracted nuclei. Next, we washed the nucleus 632 using PBS containing 0.1%BSA and 0.2U/ul RNA inhibitor at 500g, 4°C for 10min. The 633 nucleus precipitation was resuspended in PBS containing 0.1%BSA and 0.2U/ul RNA inhibitor 634 to a concentration of 1000cells/ul. 16 ul of the nuclei suspension were used to perform 10x 635 RNA library construction following the Single-Cell 3′ Gel Bead and Library V2 Kit guidance. 636
In order to be compatible with BGISEQ-500 sequencing platform, libraries conversion was 637 performed using the MGIEasy Universal Library Conversion Kit (App-A) (Lot: 1000004155, 638 BGI). 639 640
sic-ATAC library construction and sequencing 641
We performed the sci-ATAC-seq as previously described 81 with the following adjustments. 642
After the nuclei were extracted, 350,000 nuclei were resuspended using PBS containing 1% 643 to each well, before which, 2 ul of 5x TAG buffer and 1 ul of Tn5 transposase with different 645 barcodes were already loaded to each well. Thus, the total volume of each well was 10ul. Then 646 transposition were performed in PCR instrument for 30 min at 37°C. Transposition reaction 647 was terminated with the addition of 40 uM EDTA at 10ul/well. Subsequently, the nuclei were 648 mixed together and stained with DAPI, followed by flow sorting. DAPI-positive cells were 649 sorted into 96-well plates with each well containing PCR primers with different indexes. 20-650 25 cells were sorted into each well. After sorting, the nuclei were briefly centrifuged. Then, 651 1ul of 0.2% SDS were added and aspirated within each well, followed by incubation at 55 652 degrees for 7min in the PCR machine. Afterwards, 1ul of 10% Triton-X was added, aspirated 653 and placed at room temperature for 5min to neutralize SDS. Finally, 10ul NEBNext® High-654
Fidelity 2X PCR Master Mix were added and following the PCR amplification, with 22 cycles. 655
PCR products were purified and performed the library construction. After quality control, the 656 libraries were sequenced on BGISEQ-500 platform. 657 658 Data demultiplexing and quality control 659 snRNA-seq: We first used Cell Ranger 3.0.2 (10X Genomics) to process raw sequencing data 660 and then Seurat 82 was applied for downstream analysis. Before we started downstream analysis, 661
we focus on four filtering metrics to guarantee the reliability of our data. (1) Genes that are 662 detected in less than three cells were filtered to avoid cellular stochastic events; (2) Cells whose 663 percentage of expressed mitochondrial genes are greater than 10% were removed to rule out 664 apoptotic cells; (3) Cells whose UMI counts are greater than 10000 were removed to filter out 665 the doublet-like cells; (4) Cells whose detected genes are out of the range of 200-4000 were 666 removed. 667 sci-ATAC-seq: SnapATAC 83 was applied for sci-ATAC-seq dataset processing. Firstly, 668 barcodes whose Hamming distances to the whitelist were less than four were regarded as valid 669 and reads associated with valid barcodes were retained. Secondly, clean fastq files were then 670 aligned to GRCm38.p6 (GCF_000001635.26) using bwa mem. Read entries with MAPQ lower 671 than 30, whose fragment lengths were out of the range of 30-1000 and that were not properly 672 paired were removed. After alignment and filtration, necessary information, including meta 673 data, cell-by-bin count matrix, was used to wrapped up into snap-format files. Next, snap-674 format files generated from the same brain region (including PDm and WTm) were merged 675 and used as input to SnapATAC for further analysis. To ensure the validity of the dataset, we 676 established the following quality control metrics: (1) Cells with fragments and unique 677 fragments greater than 10000 and 800 respectively were retained; (2) Cells whose fragments 678 in promoter ratio (FiPR) were in the range of 0.2-0.8 were retained. Promoter regions were 679 defined as the 2kb upstream and 10bp downstream of transcription start sites (TSSs); (3) Bins 680 located in blacklist regions (identified by ENCODE 84 ), unwanted chromosomes (X, Y, 681 mitochondrion) were removed; (4) Bins whose coverage were in the range of 0 and 95-quantile 682 were retained. Bin coverage was defined as the number of cells that has fragment(s) in a certain 683 bin. 684
685
Clustering 686
After quality control, we performed clustering in a region-dependent fashion. 687 snRNA-seq: Unsupervised clustering were performed using Seurat v3 85 . A series of pre-688 processing procedures were performed separately on each sequencing library before clustering. 689
Firstly, normalization was performed employing "LogNormalize". Concretely, in each cell, 690 raw UMI counts for each gene were divided by the total expression, multiplied by 10,000, and 691 transformed to log space. Next we calculated variance scores for each gene based on dispersion 692 and average expression. The top 2000 genes were defined as highly variable genes (HVGs). 693
Then we applied "FindIntegrationAnchors" and "IntegrateData" functions to integrate all 694 sequencing libraries (including PDm and WTm), followed by the regression of technical noise. 695
Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using HVGs and principal components 696 (PCs) significance was calculated using the "JackStraw" function. In this case we chose top 20 697 significant PCs for downstream cluster identification and visualization. Clusters were defined 698 based on k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm with k=20. UMAP were used for visualization. 699
For sub-clustering, we followed the pipeline described above but only using chosen cells. 700 sci-ATAC-seq: Diffusion map were utilized for dimensionality reduction. By intuitively 701 observing the pairwise correlation plot of adjacent eigenvectors, we were able to determine the 702 top six dimensions to include for downstream analysis. We construct a KNN graph where 703 k=100, based on which clusters were defined. UMAP were run on the chosen components for 704 visualization. sci-ATAC-seq: We applied an snRNA-based method to identified cell identities in sci-ATAC-23 activity is defined as the number of fragments in bins overlapping with gene body region; 712
Secondly, cell-to-cell counterparts (termed "anchors") between snRNA-seq and sci-ATAC-seq 713 datasets were calculated using "FindTransferAnchors" in Seurat 85 , which were utilized for the 714 transfer of cell type labels in snRNA-seq dataset to the sci-ATAC-seq dataset. Cells of 715 prediction scores lower than 0.5 were removed. 716 717 Differentially analysis and functional enrichment analysis 718 snRNA-seq: Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were identified using "FindAllMarkers" 719 function implemented in Seurat 86 . Wilcoxon rank sum test was applied. Gene with adjusted P-720 value (Bonferroni method) lower than 0.05 was defined as DEGs. 721 sci-ATAC-seq: To identified differentially accessible regions (DARs), (1) We first performed 722 peak calling separately for each cell type using MACS2 87 with options "-f BEDPE -B --SPMR 723 --call-summits". Peaks with log(Q-value) less than four were retained and merged as a standard 724 peakset. Of note, we skipped this step for cell type with cell number below 100 to obtain more 725 robust outcome. (2) "differentialGeneTest" function implemented in Monocle 88 were used with 726 minor modifications regarding background cells selection. Here for each cluster, we used their 727 neighboring cells in the calculated diffusion space as background signals. For situation that the 728 inspected cluster accounts for more than half of the total cells, the remaining cells will be used 729 as background.
(3) ChIPseeker 89 were used for DARs genomics features and peak-to-gene 730
annotation. 731
Functional enrichment analysis were performed using clusterProfiler R package 90 and the BH 732 method was used for multiple test correction. GO terms with a P-value less than 0.01 and 733 KEGG term with a P-value less than 0.05 were considered as significantly enriched. 
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